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Doi looks ahead

New ES director
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Headquarter sites selected
By MARCI BAKER
Democratic headquarters are in
a former coffee shop on Fourth and
Main, and the Republican party
headquarters are based in an
insurance office at 500 North
Ruby.

political campaigns. He said it is
used mainly as an official mailing
address and as a place for handing ·
out information.
The parties are currently involved in four campaigns: the
presidential race between Ford

The Democrat · office was set and Carter; the governor's race
up by the Kittitas County Demo- ·between John Spellman [Rep.] and
cratic Committee the first of Dixy Lee Ray [Dem.}; the fourth
September. It is run by the district congressional seat race
Ellensburg committe c~airperson, between Dick Granger [Rep,] and
Martha lndermuhl, and is open Mike McCormack [Dem.}; and the
from 3 to 7 pm~ Monday through 13th district representative race
Friday. In addition, brochures and between Sid Flannigan [Rep.] and
campaign buttons are available. Linda Clifton [Dem.].
Both parties organized ' their
People are encouraged to come in
and volunteer for the campaigns, campaigns for each candidate in a
similar manner.
Crowley and
said Indermuhl.
_
Republican County Chairperson Indermuhl explained that each
Henry Crowley uses his office, campaign has its own chairperson
Burrage and Crowley Insurance, or coordinator. Volunteers are
as campaign headquarters. · recruitei:l by the coordinators to
Crowley said the office is a work on their specific campaign.
coordinating point for all the Volunteers who come into the

main office are referred to one of
the coordinators.
Much of the volunteer work
involves putting up signs, doorbelling, and handing out brochures. Volunteers also help plan
fund-raising affairs.
Crowley said the Republicans
have scheduled a Sid Flannigan
dir.ner for October 14. It will be
held at the Holiday Inn at 7:30 pm. ·
Indermuhl and Crowley agreed
that the upper Kittitas Valley
generally votes democratic. But
Ellensburg they said, can go either
way. The voting patterns of the
people, they said, depend on the
issues and the individuals running
for office.
Crowley conceded that if there
were two candidates "of seemingly
equal ability, the democrat would
undoubtedly win." But he was .
quick to add that the chances of
having two equally qualified candidates run for the same office were

Dr. Richard Doi, member of
· CWSC faculty, since · 1965, has
recently been ..appointed acting
director of the ethnic studies
department.

studies department, said Doi, in~luae the hir1iig of two - more
faculty - members to . teach Biack
and Chicano Studies and to find
a permanent director. Doi looks
forward to moving into improved
Prior to taking the job of . facilities in the future.
Director of the Ethnic Studies
Department, Doi taught art history, specializin~ in Japanese art:. .

Doi, who is of Japanese descent
was born in Stockton, California.
At the outbreak of World War II,
he was among the Asian-American
population of Stockton who were
removed to a relocation camp in
Robier, Arkansas. "After about
two- years, though, they started to·
release people." recalled Doi.
; " .. after I got out I was drafted into
the Army."
Doi studied at Northern Illinois
University and received a BS in
education there. He also received
an MA from the University of
California at Berkeley and a PhD
from Columbia University.

Before joining the faculty a~
CWSC, Doi spent six years te~~h :.
.ing at Southern Oregon State
· College -in Ashland, the sight of the
-nationally renowned Shakespearvery _~~~·
Indermuhl said she does not ian Festival.
think the debates are going to
Commenting on his new job as
have any strong impact on the acting director of. the Ethnic ,
American people. She commented Studies Department, Doi said that
that people will listen to what the· · he's s~ill ~r_ying to get acquainted
candidates have to say. "But," she
continued, "I think the people have with the job, since he is involved
both in Ethnic Studies and in
already made up their minds."
Whatever the outcome of any ot teaching art history.
the four political races ·in this
country, one thing is certain .. The
According to Doi, the Ethnic
volunteers working for each party
Studies Department has a threewill be campaigning hard for their
fold purpose; to provide the minorcandidates right up until the
ity student the opportunity to
election is held on November 2.
study the history and culture of
. Indermuhl remarked that there
his own ethnic background; the
is an advantage to volunteering
chance to major in Black History
and getting involved. She said,
and other minority specializations;
"That way we have the right to
and to minor in Minority Studies.
scream a little bit" if those elected
do not do a good job.
Immediate plans for the ethnic

DR. RICHARD DOI
Doi has been extremely busy in
the past weeks. He says he likes
the job but adds, "Its all right to
get your feet wet, but don't
drown."

'77-78 reP-.ort UP- 6.6 %

Evans presented lNith budget
By CLINT ROBBINS
Seven Central representatives went to·
Olympia to discuss with Governor Evans
and other officials the college's proposed
budgets for the 1977-79 biennial.
Courtney S. Jones, vice president for
business and financial affairs, said that he
'and six other college administrators attended the hearing with the governor and
others because "this gave us a chance to
stress certain aspects of the operating and
capital budgets."
Jones said the hearing also enabled the
people in Olympia to ask questions about
the budget.
The proposed operating budget for
1977-78 is $23 million, up 6.6 per cent over
the 1976-77 budget. The budget for 1978-79
is over $24 million, or a 4.4 increase over the
previous year's proposed operating budget.
However, Jones said that the figures do
not take into account any salary increases
that may occur. "The state treats salary
increases as a separate item," he continued.
Three priorities make up the bulk of the
capital budget, according to Jones. He said
that the Bouillon Building remodeling will
cost an estimated $2,457,891 and another
project, the Nicholson Pavilion physica~
education annex, will be almost .twice that
much at about $5.2 million.
"The third priority is the McConnell
Auditorium remodeling," Jones explained,
"which is set at $3,632,723. Part of this
project, almost a fourth priority in itself, is

the relocation of the computer center in the
Wildcat Shop which will cost $119,755."
Other items in the capital budget
proposed by the Central representatives
are safety corrections, Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) compliances, the construction of a botany greenhouse, landscaping around the new library
and the installation of more security
lighting around the walkways.
Jones said the meeting in Olympia, which
lasted over two hours, "was very good."
Governor Evans' reaction to our proposed
budgets was very good and he seemed very
supportive of the college."
Though Jones called Evans "a friend of
higher education," the governor will not be
able to be as supportive when he is
preparing the entire budget. It will be sent
to the Senate Ways and Means Committee
to begin its trip through the State
Congress."
Evans will have many other problems to
contend with in preparing the budget
recommendation, so "he may not be in a
position to give us everything we asked for
at the me.eting."
·Also, when the budget does get to the
Legislature, we have to remember that the
Senate a~d House U~!Jally have different
priorities from the governor,". Jones saM.
He continued, "Another problem is, as the
governor noted, he will be leaving office
after the coming November elections."
Jones went on to explain that while the
governor-elect may wish to have a new

hearing; "there probably won't be time for
any real changes."
At the governor's 9h'ection, a ~ommittee
is in the process of analyzing the budget.
The governor may then send the budget
request to the Legislature where it will
appear before the Senate Ways and Means
Committee. After another meeting with
Central representatives, the budget comes
up before the entire Senate for examination.
Next stop is the House Ways and Means
Committee where" the budget will be
examined again. Another meeting between
this committee and Central's _representatives will then take place. Then, the budget
is sent before the entire House where it is
examined and ·sent back to .the gov.ernor.
The allotments are decided upon after
completing this process.
''The governor's committee, Office of
Program Planning and Fiscal Management,
is examining the budget now so that it can
complete the entire process and b_e published in early December," Jones explained.

ment and the funding for retirement
supplementation."
While the -~a_pital budget is at $15 million, .
the operating budget also includes some
items· essential to the operatfon of the
campus.
Jones said instructional and
departmental research were two of the
more · important pa":'t~ of the operating
__ _
budget.
"Also very important in the proposed
operating budget are some public and
student serv~ces," Jone_s continued, giving
the computing libraries and the counseling
·
and testing centers as examples.
''However, funding for Samuelson Ui;iion
is not - in the student 'services funding
because that is in a different budget," he
said. Other examples of the items in the
proposed operating budget are financial aid,
the health center and institutional support.
"Making up institutional support are the
administration, purchasing, community
relations, utilities, building and grounds
maintenance and other things," Jones said.

A m~jor p~rt of the Legislature's reaction.
to the budget submitte~ depends on the
Cost inflation increases must be · recog- . college's enrollment figures.
our .
nized by the Legislature, noted Jones, who
enrollment is up, our proposed budgets
gave as an example the inflated insurance
obviously will have a better chance."
rates for this year. '.' Insurance rates are 'UP
Jones concluded by reiterating his hopes
60 per cent over last year.
that the governor will "do everything he
"We also stressed the faculty-oriented
can for our budget. ·.But we know that he
parts of the budget," he said.
"We
will be squeezed a great deal so we can only
emphasized academic equipment replacewait for the outcome."

··n
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Opportunities expand

More student jobs
By CLINT ROBBINS

Central students will have an
expanded opportunity to acquire
off-campus employment this year
with the addition of full-time
· Coordinator of Student Employment,- Carol Drinkwater.
John Liboky, director of financial aid, said, "Because the load has
always been so large in .the past
with students seeking employment and because the Federal
Government now restricts the
amount of on-campus work some
students may do, the college felt it
necessary to develop this position."
Drinkwater will co-ordinate the
program which seeks employment
for work-study students, whose
pay is financed 85 per· cent by the
Federal Government including
students who have off-campus
jobs.
"Students getting full aid are
restricted in that they must get
off-campus work," said Liboky, "so
it is vital to have someone who can
work with the community in

finding work for students in that
position.
Due to the changes in the
student employment situation, we
plan to advertise in the local media
and solicit as many jobs as possible
for students off-campus," Liboky
noted. "Support from the city has
always been very ·good and we
think this will be a better than
average year for student employment in Ellensburg."
Liboky also said that . Drinkwater will work with off-campus
agencies to find summer employment for students. "Agencies such
as the forest service are always a
good source for employment," hesaid. "A summer job is a very good
type of financial aid."
Employment in Ellensburg has
generally been good in the past
but falls somewhat short in the
winter months when tourism and
farming--two main sources for
student employment--drop in hiring. Liboky said, however, that
other large employers should even
be more fruitful this year.
"Restaurants, service. stations,

Habib is elected

local merchants and private families should have even more jobs for
Central ,students , this year," he
-said.
About eleven-hundred Central
students work during the school
year and Liboky said the college is
complying slowly with the new
regulations and will "probably
have more students working offcampus than any -year' in the
. past."
,,,

,,

Liboky added that the increasing amount of students working
off-campus will "help the college
public relations a great deal. It will
· also be very beneficial to the
students who get the opportunity
to work. ~ff-campus.
"Although employment opportunities will expand greatly this
year, a city the size of Ellensburg
obviously hasn't the employment
market for students as would a
larger metropolitan area," Liboky
said. "Still, we do have a great deal
of farm work opportunities i!l the ,
warmer months."
Drinkwater will soon have an
office operating full time in Barge
101 where all jobs will be listed for
students. "This will be a very good
situation for the st1 tents as they
will be able to corn..: to her office
and see about e~ployment."

Dorm advisors
live-in ·s tudents ·
By now, most students in the
residence halls have become aware
of · their Living Group Advisor
(LGA). It is apparent that these
student advisors work in the dorm
but their training and function is
often unknown or misunderstood.
Selected after a series of interviews last spring, these students
spent most .of the quarter __in
training. They learned about the
services available to students at
Central, while also learning academic advisement and counseling
skills.
Their training did not stop last
spring, however.
The LGA's
arrived on ,campus Sept. 10, a
week before most students to
begin their fall workshop.
This workshop included a weekend retreat to Camp Illahee, about
an hour's drive from Ellensburg.
The camp provided the residence
hall staff with some time to get
acquainted as well as an opportunity to work on interpersonal
skills.
During the middle of the workshop, student leaders from each
residence hall were also included
in the traininp;. The bulk of the
workshop was then centered
around dorm government, hall
opening day, and a process called
community decisfon making. This
.{>rocess is being used in each hall

this fall to determine what type of
community environment the dorm
residents desire.
_ The halls opened on Sept. 18,_
but the trainin_p: still continues.
The.LGAs will meet each week for
two hours throughout the school
year in ~pecial interest groups.
The purpose of this in-service
training is to enhance their knowledge of the campus and of human
relation.ships.
An LGA is most likely the
greatest single source of information available to students in the
residence halls. They are trained
to seek out students and make
.themselves available for any questions the students may have.
An LGA is a service which
students pay for through room and
board fees. If the LGA cannot be
of assistance the student will be
referred by the LGA to the
appropriate office or agency.
It is up to each student to get to
know their LGA and to let the
LGA get to know the student.
This is one way to insure that
student will get the full worth
from room ana .boaro payments.
This is also a way to save time and
trouble. A trip down the hall to
the Living Group Advisor can
redµce many problems and
increa's e the chances o'f a trouble
free year on the Central's campus .

a

By MARCI BAKER

the vice chairman assumes the role
Until her new office is ready,
of chairman if the position be- Drinkwater will be co-ordinating
Faculty Senate Vice Chair- comes vacant.
the student employment program
man Helmi Habib will assume the
Habib, however, had some in the Financial Aid Office in
position of Faculty Senate chair- apprehensions about "walking into Barge 209.
man, and an election will be held the chairmanship by default." He
"As soon as possible this quartfor a new vice chairman. The . called senate members together
outcome was reached at an infor- for an informal meeting to discuss er, there will be a separate office
mal senate meeting held last any opposition to his becoming where all student employment will
chairman and if any members be handled exclusive of the FinanWednesday, Sept. 29.
cial Aid Office," Liboky stated.
The chairmanship became va- would rather elect someone else.
cant last Monday, Sept. 27 when
"This is a very necessary service
Habib told the senate he was for the students and it is good that
Associate Professor Jimmy
Applegate resigned from the posi- quite ·willing to assume responsi- the · college ·finally realized its
But, he importance. The new federal regution to serve as a half-time special bilities of the office.
added, "If any of you would like to lations have forced the college to
assistant to President Brooks.
assume the chairmanship, you are _give more service to . those stu- ·
According to the FacUity Code, welcome to it."
<;ients seeking employment."

Congratulations,
~ou're in medical sehooL

New iob computer'
Central students can ·use free of
charge a computer especially designed to aid them in making an
occupational choice. The computer
was purchased by the Counseling
and Student Development Center
this fall.
According to Wells Mclnelly,
counseling center director, the
center ran a pilot program using a
similar computer in two dormitories last spring.
The center made the decision to
buy the $2,000 computer because
of the positive reaction to the test
program.
The state-wide program is administered under the auspices of
the Washington Occupational Inrnrmation Service (WOIS) who

provided the computer for Central's test program. WOIS was
based on an Oregon program.
Central then bought the computer
which costs about three and a half
dollars an hour to operate from
WOIS.
Besides the computer the Center also bought from WOIS a
needlesort card deck. The card
deck involves a process in which
the user eliminates those jobs for
which he has no aptitude, interest
or training.
Users may also follow the Quest
Program which is for students who
have not made a career decision;
In this program the student takes
an aptitude test administered by a
counselor and, on the basis of the
test the computer can provide a
Welcome Students
list of occupations.
The user may also request
<f tropicollish
specific job descriptions from the
computer. Such descriptions pro/(')
o9(,o,..
vide a listing of necessary skills,
'-..,~ "(,"J,
potential salary, work conditions
/
~
IS'~
and employment pro~pects in the
Northwest. WOIS has a posting
2 miles north,of
of 6156 occupations and the listing
is updated yearly.
Id Vantage Hwy.
Students may arrange to use it
on Wilson Creek Road. ·
or the needle-sort card deck by
calling the center and asking to be
hours noon-6pm
assigned a counselor to help them
closed sunda - monda
962-9166
use the equipment.
--

0k

o(f;o~$1S'

Give the
Northwest's·

Now, ~u have to

ptqforlt.

That can be a very serious prOblem today, especially with VJe '11 mail you literature \A.hich will give you a good overview of
tuition costs climbing relentlessly. Yes. you can borrow, but by the scope of our operations. \Nhy not write? We think you'll
be interested in the possibilities.
the time you enter practice those debts can be substantial.
There is an alternative-an Armed Forces Health Profes- f;:rmed Force~:;:h;------~-CN-1-;l
sions (AFHP) scholarship. Whether you're studying to be a
PO. Box AF. Peoria, IL 61614
physician or a dentist, whether your goal is to become an
Yes. I am int~rested in Armed Forces Health Professions Scholanhip
osteopath or an optometrist, it can pay your entire tuition and
opportunities. I understand there is no obligation.
I am especially interested in:
fees all through medical school. It will also provide you with a
O
Army 0 Air Force
0 Navy
substantial monthly allowance. In other VJOrds, if you qualify,
O
Veterinary· · O Psychology !PhDr 0 Physician 0 Dental
one of those scholarships can give you financial independence
0 Optometry
now, \A.hen you need it most
'
- When you're ready to go into practice, an AFHP scholar·
Name
SeK 0 M 0 F
ship will also have paved the way for you to start your career
Address
Phone
under highly favorable circumstances. You '11 be a commissioned
officer in the military branch of your selection. Your practice
City
State
ZiP--will be waiting for you. You'll step into it and kno.v that the
Enrolled at
!School), _ _ _ __
challenges you'll meet will be solely medical ones and profesTo graduate i
Degree
sionally stimulating.
(month, year)
There will also be opportunity for further study. The
"Vete rinaiy not ava ilable in Navy Program: Psychology not available In ~
Armed Forces have created extensive and outstanding clinical,
teaching and research programs. Once you decide on a spe·
cialty, you may find yourself taking the graduate medical studies
Dedicated to health care and
of your choice at one of their facilities.
~e people who practice ~--_J
The details are many. But if you'll send .in the coupon,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
,
I
I .A;;...d Forces Health Care.
I
L __

I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I

I

most beautiful gift

Blue Agate
Gemstone-s

Art ofJewelry
309 N. Pearl

New fish in SUB
The fish population just about fish. By regulating the temperatripled Monday night. The popula- ture, feeding, and water conditions
tion explosion was not due to a the fish fulfill mother nature's plan
high birth rate, though, but rather of reproduction. Eggs are laid in
through the efforts of a Central small "caves" and nests dug in the
student interested in fish.
sand. As soon as the eggs -are laid
Doug Teehus, a senior anthro- the mother picks them up and
pology major donated the fish broods them in her mouth for
from his extensive collection. Tee- about one month. From then on
bus has several large aquariums in the young fish are on their own.
which he raises African Cichlids.
Teehus has donated most of the
The fish from which Teehus got his fish in the SUB aquarium. He also
start were flown from Lake maintains the aquarium for the
Malawi in Africa to New York and school. This involves changing
then to the pet store in the some of the water, removing some
Tri-cities where Teehus bought of the algae and cleaning the
them.
filters. He does this about once a
The fish Teehus placed in the week.
SUB aquari~m are rare. They are
"I like them, " Teehus says.
also expensive. Their value ranges "Rai;ing fish is just my hobby." He
from $15 to $40.
has no plans to make a career of
Breeding the Arican Cichlids is raising fish, but Teehus certainly
very difficult. Teehus starts with a has brightened the SUB aquarium
40-gallon aquarium and about 15 ... for the students of Central.

-

Paula Watterson, Junior, Leisure Service, gazes at Teehas, ~thropology i;tudent, recently donated the
the fish ·in the aquarium in the SUB pit. Doug fish.
·
·- - ·
-. ·

Service club here

SSC needs specialist
The State College Coun~il (SCC), to table legal action against the
which is a non-profit student Board of Trustees of Eastern
corporatiQn, is looking for a legisla- Washington State College. Instead
tive expert to help coordinate of filing suit, the sec asked
legislative issues of concern to EWSC's Student Body President
Jerry Howe to contact the state
students at Central.
The person chosen will work auditor and ask for an audit of the
directly with other · legislative college's books before taking any
specialists from WWSC, the U of legal action.
W, EWSC and WSU, in addition to
The students of EWSC are
the State College Council's hired trying to recover money lost when
lobbyist in Olympia. Interested the administration took over the
Central students should contact old student union building [Isle
Stuart McMullen in the ASC office . Hall], and gave it to the Geology
by October ®~- ·
_
Department. _ EWSC's students
The Board of Directors of the paid for the building through their
SCC voted unanimously Saturday student activities fees and feel

that they should be compensated
for use of the building by the
administration.
In an update of the sec legal
suit pending in Thurston County,
attorney for the SCC (Daryel
Phillipson) said Saturday that
associated student bodies may
soon be able to obtain legal
services from the State Attorney
General Slade Gorton.
The suit originally filed by the
SCC in the State Supreme Court in
August was moved to Superior
Court and first heard in September. In the words of Mr. Phillipson,
"The SCC stands with a little
better than a sixty per cent chance
of winning their case."
This last weekend Kamola Hall
delivered wood to shut-in senior
cifizens around the Kittitas Valley. ·
The project was coordinated
through the local senior citizen
group known as the Silver Circle.
The Maintenance Department
the physical, spiritual and mental
at
CWSC provided a flatbed truck
being.
It believes that the
anonymity of its membership al- for use by Kamola drivers Barry
lows the individual the freedom to Baker and Dave Shriener. Similar
speak out and seek the cause of his projects are being planned by
other dorms for the near future.
problem.
·
With OA there is no weighing in
or diet to follow as in weight
THE
watchers. Instead, OA offers a
suggested food plan and companCORNERSTONE
ionship. The only requirement is a
desire to stop eating compulsively. .
OA is an international and
finest music
national organization with 100
active groups in the state. OA
sele..ction around
meets here in Ellensburg every
Thursday night at 7 pm at the
Chestnut Baptist Church at 6th
962 -2700
and Chestnut. The meetings are
open to anyone interested in
attending.

Overeaters aided
by organization
Overeaters Anonymous (OA)
was formed to help the compulsive
overeater control his eating and
maintain a balanced diet.
The membership of the group is
made up of men and women who
want to help themselves and
others to solve, through companionship, their common problem.
The primary purpose-of OA is to
keep its members from over' eating, to maintain a normal
weight and to help others do the
same.
Alcoholics Anonymous literature and concepts are used by OA
since both problems are similiar in
that both alcohol and food can be
used as a crutch. OA .considers
~ overeating a threefold illness of
1

Alpha Phi Omega is a national and moved students into the Music
service fraternity dedicated to Dorm and Quiet Dorm, Kennedy
leadership, friendship, and ser- Hall, and Student Village. During
vice.
New Student Week, the chapter
The Central chapter, Eta Xi, was called upon to help with the
was extablished in 1949, and ;s 'dunk tank' prior to the tug o' war.
now co-ed. Eta Xi takes on any Ideas for future projects include
campus and community projects campus safety and recreation prowhich the members feel worth- grams for students under 21 years
while.
old.
Some of the more recent projects undertaken by the chapter
The meetings are open to anyone
have been a Varsity Men vs. interested in Alpha Phi Omega. At
Varsity Women Boxing Glove · the Oct. 12 meeting, Earl Herbert, \
basketball game for scholarships, west coast regional representative _
cowboy breakfast for the college for Alpha Phi Omega, will be a
rodeo, and a New Student Hand- special guest. For time and place
book for the ASC.
· of meetings or additional informaThey also assisted the Informa- tion, contact the SUB Information
tion Booth during regist~ations Booth.

IN CONCERT

FRED -FRANK
WIEI , . Tllll llLI. .Tllll WIHUl'S
IUIE 11111
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featu_red soloist for national television
program 'Hour Of Power' Fred Frank's 1
,s ou I stirring songs bring happiness with
tears of joy and promises of God's

\\I

Winegar's ••·•··
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

.II'
. ,,.. .. ...411 W....1lilla •• 121-1121

Hertz Auditorium
7:30 p.m. Tuesday Oct. 12

Open Monday thru Saturday 1 p.m.-1 p.m.

sponsored by
Admission Free

First Christian Church
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Pat King:

Bernie Jensen:

Well, of all things
"As 'Ah stand here on the
platform of this campaign train, as
· did another great democratic
American, Harry Truman, 'Ah
want to say to you gentlemen of
the press (and to the ladies of the
press, too), and as did that other
great democratic leader, Lyndon
Johnson, to all my felrAmericans,
t~at 'Ah will reinstitute the great
programs of those other Democratic lead_ers.. Franklin Roosevelt
and John Kennedy, and not those
of scurvy Republicans like Nixon,
Eisenhower, Coolidge~ Hoover and
Harding. And 'Ah want everyone
to understand that 'Ah will not use
Watergate or the shortcomings of
Mr. Nixon and his ilk as a
campaign issue. However, 'Ah
can't say what my running-mate
will say or do."
"Mr. Carter, you recently made
a statement about tax reform that
has puzzled many people. Would .
you care to elaborate on your
proposal?"
" 'Ah 'm glad you asked that.
'Ah believe there should be a
drastic simplification of the tax
codes. 'Ah would raise the taxes of
everyone earning more than th~
median income and lower it for
everyone under the median income. Unlike the Republicans and
Richard Nixon (of Watts Housing
disrepute), 'Ah would not give
favors to .big business."
"But Mr. Carter, the Democrats
have controlled the Congress and
the tax-making policies for 50
years."
" 'Ah'm glact you asl:ed -that:'~
Mr. Carter, Henry .Kissinger has ·
made great strides for the United
States in foreign policy. Would
you keep him on _!lS Secretary__of
1

State if you are elected?"
" 'Ah'm glad you asked that. :
Most peoPfe -feel .:Kissinger
Ford or Nixon (that villian of
Watergate disgrace), have evolv~d
foreign policy at the exclusion of
their r~presentatives in Congress.
There is also much feeling that this
country has yielded too much in
our dealings with the Soviet Union
and all this is the result of foreign
policy machinations of the wretch,
Nixon."
"Mr. Carter, what are your
views on a national energy
policy?"
"'Ah'm glad you asked that. 'Ah
don't see any prospect of national
self-sufficiency any time soon, in
spite of the grandiose plans of that
arch-villian, Nixon."
- "What do you see as the
overriding problem facing this
country, sir?"
"'Ah'm glad you asked that. 'Ah
think the overriding problem is
the lack of trust the people have
for their government. Look at
what has happened recently.
Watergate. CIA and FBI scandals.
And they all happened during
Republican administrations. Who
could take the word of someone
like that dastardly Nixon, anyway? That's what 'Ah see is wrong
with this country."
"But Mr. Carter, the Republicans hardly have a monopoly on
scandal. Isn't it true that President Johnson misused the CIA and
the FBI as much as ·anyone? And
what about the Bay of Pigs and the
build-up in Vietnam? Or Rep.
·Hays and Elizabeth Ray, or Wilbur
Mills. or Howe of Utah? The
Democrats are hardly lily-white
sir."

and

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
VACATION
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you .
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
An time. Go Gre hound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seatt!e
Spokane
Spokane
Spokane
Wenatchee

ONE- ROUND- YOU CA~J
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

6.40
6.40
6.40
6.40
9.80
9.80
9.80
5.45

12.20
12.20
12.20
12.~0

18.65
18.65
18.65
10.40

YOU
ARRIVE

9:30 am
12:05 pm
2:45 pm
5:20 pm
3:55 pm
6:20 pm
8:45 pm
U~ _ pm
3:10 pm
10:50 pm
7:35 pm
3:10 pm
12:50 am
8:40 pm
4:30 pm · 6:20 pm

Ask your agent about additionat departures and return trips.

Time for change

healtfi'; and energy programs. It is _
so easy to be critical, and so
convenient to be bitter about his
ideas, but remember this fact:
Carter believes in them and is
willing to try. That is a winning
approach. He is striving to work
for a better America, not taking
the easy cop-out of a bitter, synical
numbness. He'talks of revamping
programs, of stepping out in faith
with confidence and boldness.
President Ford says to contrast
his two-year record as the incumbent with Jimmy Carter's appeal
for faith. Ford reminds us of how
he inherited. a sick country and is
Byron Akita:
· slowly nursing it to health.
But, in two years all we have
received from Gerald Ford is a dry
empty taste in our mouths, absolutely no inspiration from him as a
leader, and a depressing Nixon
millstone.
The country is crying out for a
man to take the bull by the horns.
We are incredibly tired- of bitterIf one were to look in the college put on good, quality events when ness, back-stabbing and deceit by
catalogue ,he would see that every the club members themselves lose our own leaders who are supregistered student pays a $23 interest due to constant fund posedly working for us.
The
student fee hidden in his quarterly raising activities? It seems a continued inflation and unemploytuition payment. These fees are shame that even though Central is ment figures point to a failing
supposedly used for student activi- located in the "backdoor" of one of Republican administration. We
ties such as dances or concerts, the most culturally-diverse areas need a change on November 2.
e.j., Robin Trower.' Yet even- in the state, a person has to travel = Think long and hard about the
.though everyone pays these fees, 30 miles to see any ethnic-orien- ideology of James Earl Carter.
the ASC will rarely sponsor a tated events.
Don't let the chance to put a man
non-white activity on campus.
By sponsoring more cultural of Carter's energy into the highest
The importance of having such events and activities Central may office in our land slide by because
events is monumental.
Many also attract and retain more non- of fear of change. We desperately
A Cultural need a new leadership.
ethnic groups have a very close white students.
Thi.s
feeling of "family." Having events Awareness Week, Ethnic Food nation will have new spark and
which these students can relate to Fair, film and slide show presenta- potential under a man of Carter's
may ease the anxiety of being tion or guest speaker may all help caliber.
Jimmy Carter has the dream of
relocated in a different environ- the non-white student to better
ment. Self-confidence may im- adjust to campus life. Not only can greatness for America and her
prove. A social atmosphere of the ~tudent relate directly to these people, and his intensity will rub
people with similiar wants and events but he may also feel more off on the people across the land.
needs attending such activities comfortable within the "white" Don't let this opportunity in
history slip by.
may also help to reduce the feeling confines of this campus.
of loneliness and isolation for
ethnic students. Also, as more Dave Payson:
people become aware of the different and diverse backgrounds of
the various ethnic groups, racist
attitudes may be reduced or
alleviated. In the end everyone
,benefits.
,
However, as it stands now, ·the
responsibility for sponsoring nonwhite activities has, for the most
It can finally be revealed what
·F: Shhh! Newman (Ed Newman,
part, been passed on to the various really happened between Jimmy moderator) is looking up here.
ethnic clubs on campus. Yet these Carter and President Ford in the He'll hear us.
same clubs are not reimbursed by 28 minutes of silence that interC: Naw, he's too nervous. Look
the ASC with the necessary funds. rupted their first television at him running around down there
As a result the clubs have to raise "debate" in Philadelphia two yelling into his dead microphone.
the money themselves. This leads weeks ago.
But I'm serious, Jerry. If you try
.
to a conflict.
They did not as it appeared, just any--How can a club maintain the stand sweating passively at their
F: To use a football analogy on
stable population necessary to oak lecterns waiting for the sound you, Jimmy, I'm keeping up my
initiate an activity to raise funds j,o to be restored. No, they had quite half of the game plan. You just
an exchange of conversation while keep up yours. Don't go reversing
the TV technicians panicked.
yourself at this stage of the game.
America and the world did not You know what they say about
get to hear about it until now. But you--here, thanks to the wizardry of
C: That's a pack of lies!
some covertly placed "bugs," is the
F: Shhh! I think the sound is
EDITOR , Paul Fridlund
MANAGING EDITOR , Pam Wh itener
transcriot of that conversation, coming back on. Just remember,
NEWS ED ITOR , Jane Sn yder
de.liv_ered to us from an undis-· Jimmy, I am the President.
PHOTO ED ITOR , Mary Wa lla ce
closed source.
C: Oh, don't pull that--FEATURE EDITOR , Do ve Payson
SPORTS EDITOR , Ran·dy Krake
C: Pssst! Hey, Jerry, you think
Moderator: Ladies and gentleENTERTAINMENT EDITOR , Bab Wheatley
they're buying all this? ·
men, it appears that our audio has
COPY READERS , Becki Holland Debbi Monro e
Br ion Bond
F: They better be, Jimmy, after been restored and that we can
PHOTOGRAPHER , Debb ie Sn yder
In' the
all the rehearsing we did.
SPECIAL REPORTERS , Marci Bo ker Cl int Robbins
. conclude the debate.
REPORTERS , Mike Dorsey Chuck Satterlund
C: Well, yeah, I guess it · interest of brevity, we will resume
Gail Forsman Loretto Soorinen
Tom Ha rper
sounded pretty good, but aren't with both candidates' closing
S.PORTS REPORTERS , Ko y Cory Pot King .
you coming on a little strong? I speeches ...
EDITORIAL WRITERS , Bernard Jensen By ron A k ita
Troy Monholland
F: Pssst! Jimmy, in my closing
mean, geez, that comeback on tax'
PRODUCTION , Mory Rennie Stephe Percival
reform you gave me almost trip- ' speech was that excess spending
Dick Butts Debbe Sagar
SECRETAR IES , Koy Cory Koy Ramsdell
ped me up. You know the deal we figure 7.9 billion dollars per
ADVERTISING MANAGER , Jahn Monsen
TYPISTS , Luann Shoemaker Teri Ogdon
annum, or was that the projected
worked out-ADVISOR , Jomes Goo d ri ch
F: I made no deals with you, military budget increase?
BUSINESS MANAGER , Ste ve Holm
C: Oh, c'mon, Jerry, can't you
Jimmy. I made a deal with Nixon,
The newspaper of Cen tro[ Washington State
College published w eekl y du r ing the academic year
keep
anything straight? The 7.9
·but
I
·didn't
make--except during reg1 strat 1on , vacati o n and the f 1nal
C: ; Pardon me?
billion figure is mine. You have
week of each quarter . Views e xpressed are th os e
o f stude nts. staff and ed itors no t necessaril y o f
the 12.2 million tax refund and the
F: No. Nixon.
Centml W as hingt o n State Co ll ege. Ad ver tisin g
m o te r1 o l pr ese nte d do e s not imp ly e 1i d orsernent
C: Now look, Jerry, my aides 8.9--M o d subscr1pt 1ons pr ice S l p e r quo r ler or $3 per
Moderator: Okay, gentlemen,
said your aides had agreed on a tie,
yem m e pci yci b le '" th e CAMPUS CRIER CWSC
Ell ,, nsb cor\J WA 989 26
standby. Three . . . two
six questions for me, six for you.
SPl l' lhi . .-ki ::.s p 1.."IS h.1~1t" po1d Ellt"n s l" "' ''~1 \\ .\ .;>S<J..:'CI
one . . . ,we're on the air!
Now if you're going back on--"'Ah'm glad you asked that. It's
like 'Ah said in my recent
interview -iilPiayboy.- 'Ah've also
lusted in my heart for other
women. They were put here to
tempt men and 'Ah find myself
only too human. Yes, 'Ah have
yielded in my heart and that's as
bad as yielding physically, but it
still doesn't compare to the fiendish plottings of Nixon and his
Watergate cronies."
·"Mr. Carter, you've been accused of side-stepping issues."
" 'Ah'm glad you asked that." -

We need a courageous, bright,
compassionate leader in this nation like never before. Jimmy
Carter will help the people of this
country heal the wounds.
He is a positive thinker with a
winning attitude and a man's
attitudes color the very fabric of
his personality. Carter is a .man of
action who can can generate some
badly needed spiritual enthusiasm
for this nation.
Carter has massive plans for
overhauls in some top bureaucratic systems such as the tax, ,

ASC -· funds

short non-whites\~ ,

The 28-minufe,
silent debate

11111
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_F irst at Central

BOC allocates funds

for campus clubs
This past summer the Board of
Control- allocated $4,000 to be
distributed among student clubs
for the 1976-77 school year. This is
the first time in several years that
money for clubs has been made
avilable.
$1,000 will be distributed by the
Board of Control (BOC) on two
different occasions, the first being
November 4th, 1976, and the
second being tentatively set for
February 15, 1976. The BOC is
planning to withhold hali of the
$4,000 amount to help clubs sponsor special events throughout the
year.
In past years, clubs on campus
have enjoyed considerable popularity, but the past few years
interests have declined.
To rekindle· this interest, there
has been a recent drive to start an
Inner Club Council ..
"The biggest reason the clubs do
not exist is that the l"Ollege had
stopped funding them:' said John
Drinkwater, coordinator of ASC.
The college previously took
funds out of the student . fees to

Pres. lauded

by the BOC
To .the Editor ·:
In response to and disagreement
with Troy Monholland's editorial
which insinuated lack of visibility
and input by President Brooks to
the C~ntra·l student body, the
Board of Control would appreciate
the publication of the following
letter:
Dear President Brooks,
The ASC Board of Control
would like to formally express our
appreciation and thanks to you for
your assistance and guidance
throughout the 1975-76 year.
Our weekly Monday morning
--meetings allowed for a valuable
forum in which we -could express
our concerns regarding the college
and also where you could share
opinions and expertise. It is obvious that without such a forum
we would not have been as
informed on affairs which affects
students. You interest and open
concern for Central students is
appreciated. As a Board, we are
aware of the fact that very few ·
college presidents in this state, or
in the nation, for that matter,
spend serious time with student
leaders.
We thank you for inviting us
into your home for leadership
workshops and discussion groups.
We thank you for recognizing a
need for strong social activities at
Central and their implications on

Random rooms in Davies

feel that- the integration of men
and women allows more producallocate money for the clubs.
Davies Hall is a member of the tive interaction and a grea:terThe Inner Club Council's first Bassetti Complex and is located feeling of group spirit. There is no
step is to be formally recognized across from the infirmary at the more invasion of foreign territory .
by the BOC. Last year the BOC eastern-most end of campus. Built . to see a guy or girl. The studeJ?.tS
Council invited club chairpersons in 1966, it was first an all-women's here are able to see each other as
to discuss needs shared by the dorm and in 1970 it was changed to people first. Dorm living offers an
clubs. At one meeting 14 clubs a co-ed with men and women education in itself and we are
were represented. There are an separated by floors. This year confident that the arrangement in
Davies is enjoying notoriety as Davies will really help in this
estimated 30 clubs on campus.
being the first dorm at Central to learning experience."
According to the Henrys,
They agreed on the basic need of have the "random room" arrange- money, room space and how to ment where men and women live Davies has a calendar of events
offered to residents which includes
organize and publicize the council. next door to one another.
According to Managers Steve both social and cultural activities.
''Clubs on campus can be the and Karen Henry, ,the atmospere
In 1973, Central eliminated the
grass roots in the community," is markedly different from years authoritarian Head Resident idea
said · Drinkwater.
past.
in favor of the 'responsible freeThey said, "This year we have dorm concept where residents are
"Until the council is recognized · 40 students 11Jany of whom are left to decide dorm policies among
as a body of the ASC, all clubs will
upper ·classmen, who transferred themselves and dorm staff retains
be allocated money directly
from other colleges around the
through the BOC," said DrinkNorthwest. This, plus the fact
water.
there are no freshmen is making
All clubs not .receiving funds for a relaxed and mature atmofrom other sources and not relig- sphere."
The Henrys feel that Davies'
iously based are eligible for BOC
funds. Club presidents are urged random room arrangement has a
to contact the ASC office in the lot to offer its residents.
"We think that mixed sexes on
SUB for written details on how
they can become eligible for their each floor affords a more true-toBy GAIL FORSMAN
portion of the money. The last day life situation. People are always
confronted
with
livit:ig'
near
memto apply for any portion of the
a ~oard of ~rustees meeting
November 4 money is November bers of the opposite sex outsic~.e onAtSept.
· 10, one· of the topics
the college environment. Also, we
3, 1976.
discussed was the regulatiOn pertaining to businesses selling
merchandise in the SUB.
At the last Board of Trustees
meeting Ellensburg · businessman
the Joint Student Fees Budget. positfons exist but the chief has Frank Erickson suggested that
We thank you for your hones_ty
not legally filled them. My friend Central adopt a policy similar to
and patience with us as a new and
will not complain as he fears if his_ the University of Washington.
The U of W statement of 1972
name is known his chance of
growing form of student governgetting a job in police work will be says that events like the Ware
ment.
Fair should be regulated by at
iiniited.
We as a Board feel stronger
going into the 1976-77 academic
My friend found evidence that least one tenured art department
year. Our hopes are to provide a
the chief has hired W. Hutton to instructor and that only handpositive contribution towards
temporarily work as a patrolman crafted items should be sold. Mr.
· meeting the needs of students and
and that this appointment has Erickson also encouraged limiting
the Central community as a whole.
lasted much longer that the legally . use of the SUB to only Kittitas
Thank you for taking the time to
allowed time. Chief Loveless has County merchants.
One exception to selling only
include us.
also hired another temporary employee, S. Chandler and aiiowd her. handcrafted items was student
to work longer that legally allow- group fund raising projects.
Sincerely,
Donald Wise, associate dean of
able. I believe these are violations
of the same laws for which Mr. student unfon activities, said that
Louanne E. Luehrs
the last two Ware Fairs had been
Loveless punished others.
Board of Control Chairperson
I would like to ask that an regulated and that he wished this
for The Board of Control
investigation of these agencies be to continue. Wise also said that
conducted and prosecution of vi- some merchants asked if they
olations be made. In addition to could bring items other than
criminal laws, I believe fair hiring handcrafted articles, such as
records.
practices have been violated.
Copies of this letter will be
Catherine Hunter, board memforwarded to other local agencies. ber, said she thought the Ware
I appreciate your investigation Fair was mostly for entertainment
into these violations.
and should not be- limited. She
said the students will not buy what
Orin T. Roberts they do not want.
To the editor:
By MIKE DORSEY

.~nly _an advisory role.
One of Davies' Living Group Advis_ors,_ ::Sam Hergert, explained
fhat the random room concept is
the ultimate test for the responsible freedom idea. "Since there is .
no authority in the dorm, it's up to ,
every-tndividual to see that this
experiment is carried out successfully. So far we've had very
positive results."
Steve said, "We have things to
learn from one another here as ; .
well as in the classroom. Through '
community decision making processes each person can provide
input on what he or she feels is
most important in living here. By
making use of this data we can
have a chance to acquire a social as
well as an academic education."

SUB merchants

may be limited

Student says

EPD unfair?

I am writing this letter on behalf
of my former roommate who does
not want his name to be known.
This letter pertains _to the Ellens- ·
burg Police Dept., the Ellensburg
City Civil Service Commission and
the Chief of Police Larry Loveless.
My friend applied for and suc~essfully completed an exam for
the position o.f patrolman with the
police dept. Though he was high on
the list he was not hired. The

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS .

·1 I
• •

Final decisions will be made.
after further discussion.

Spec. Ed
meeting
Professors and students in the
special education department are
evaluating the two-day conference
held on this campus October 1 and
2.
This conference was about the
education of exceptional children
and was attended by students,
faculty and professionals. Close to
400 people attended this .confe,r·ence and many of t'hem completed
evaluation forms. The tally of
these forms shows general agreement that this was a well-organized, informative conference.
The conference consisted of
several workshop sessions facilitated by resource persons including parents of exceptional children
and professionals from Arizona,
Colorado, Oregon, British Columbia, Idaho and Washington.
The discussions concerned many
aspects of special education such
as precision teaching, mainstreaming, screening processes and working with parents; and explored
methods and attitudes for working
with various learning and behavior
disabilities.

! ATTENTION! ! !

The Campus Crier needs
* Copyreaders !
*Writers!
*Graphic Artists!
Any and all interested persons
are welcome to inquire.

'CALL 963-1026

l l-3pm

or stop by our office in the SUB
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

""iVii.. ·yo·l;r··p·a·pe·~:····Gtf ''i'N\/'6LVEi5Tf!""
............... .......................................................... ••f'••••··················
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A Particularly
Helpful Advertisement
From
We Can Help You.

As you may suspect, selecting a stereo system is more than
just a matter of taste. It is first and foremost the process of
discovering just how much performance you can get for your
dollar. How much sound will a system produce? How much
of the full musical range does it cover? How clean and detailed
is the overall sound?
We (Stereocraft) are uniquely able to demonstrate sound in
our stores and show the easily audible differences that may be
important to you. But we can be of help even before you come
in. Because we spend a good deal of our time evaluating all
kinds of stereo equipment for ourselves, we can supply a good
· preliminary ~ummary of w.hat performance characteristics can
be had at one price, what you will gain if you spend more, what
characteristics you might want to see emphasized at a given
price level.

·~

A CJTEL.:

Examples.

What Your Dollar B_
uys:
With a limited budget ($200·$300), you can get a system of
reasonable accuracy, but some sacrifices are necessary at the
extremes of the musical range to get satisfactory acoustic
output (loudness). A sy~tem in this price range is most
appropriate to small listening areas.
With a moderate budget ($400-$500), you have two
choices. On one hand, you can get a system which provides
accurate musical reproduction in every respect, with sufficient
sound output for medium size rooms (2,000 cubic feet or less).
Alternatively, if you like to play music very loud in a large room,
you can select a different kind of system in this price range
that sacrifices some musical accuracy (bass response in
particular) to get extra sound output.

At Stereocraft we demonstrate, sell and service the majority
of good stereo equipment available. Of the many systems we
can put together in each of the price ranges we've discussed,
we've selected here an exemplary system from each category
that will offer the best possible value for your particular number
of dollars. We're confident that we can furnish you with a
better system for less money and with better service than you
are likely to get elsewhere.
Thank you .

ADVE\T

8.f U.,f!.1 kardon I
@.

With somewhat more to spend ($500-$700), you will be
able to get a system that combines completely satisfying
accuracy with sample output for even very large listening
areas and very loud musical levels. In addition, it will include
features which add to ease and flexibility of operation, and
which help to preserve your records. For most people, the
point of diminishing returns is in this price range.

An unlimited budget ($1,000 and up) will afford-you the
very best equipment available. Such a system can provide a
number of sonic refinements for the ultra-critical listener; truly
thunderous sound ouput on demand; and a myriad of luxurious
and helpful control features.

00(!)

audio-technica.
.

I

- ·~
"NEAR· SUPREME":
Almost the best sound
Large Advent
available ...still reasonably priced.
speakers, Harman/ Kardon dual powered receiver,
B.l.C. belt drive, programmable 920 Table, Audio
Technica AT11 E cartridge. Retail value $720. OUR
PRICE. .. $599.

r---whyYOUShoUidoeal--~
with STEREOCRAFT
We enjoy our business! Here are some solid ·reasons for
uGREAT BEGINNINGS": Excellent sound at a size
and price for a modest room or budget. Advent 400
speakers, Ratel RX-102 am/fm receiver, Garrard
440M turntable, Pickering V15/ ATE4 cartridge.
$353 value. OUR PRICE·· ·$259.

you to enjoy doing business with us:
1. STEREOCRAFT ha~

the best prices we've got THE BRAND YOU WANT. _

always competitive, and

2. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

Money back within 7 days
of purchase (for unblemished gear, complete with cartons, manuals, blank
warranty cards).

3. PRICE PROTECTION POLICY:
4.

If you buy a system from us
and see it advertised for less within 30 days (a most unlikely event!), bring
us the ad; we'll refund the difference.
GUARANTEED TRADE-IN VALUE: You may "tade·up" any
item (speaker, turntable, etc.) (undamaged, in carton, with warranty card)
any time within 45 days and recieve FULL PURCHASE PRICE as trade-in
allowance. (Trade must be toward item of equal or greater value.)

5. SPEAKER TRADE-UP POLICY:
6.

You may trade back your
undamaged speakers for FULL PURCHASE PRICE, ANY TIME WITHIN A
YEAR OF PURCHASE, toward speakers costing at least twice. as much.
EXTENDED WAR RAN TIES on all STEREOCRAFT preselected
systems.
FREE local delivery a_nd set·up, if you desire .

7.
8. LOANER EQUIPMENT:

if your STEREOCRAFT purchase ever
requires warranty service, we'll lend you a replacement

9. CONVENIENT FINANCING:

1

We'll help you arrange financing

on your purchase if you wish.

10. STEREOCRAFT SYSTEMS FEATURE ONLY
NAMEBRAND, HIGHLY RESPECTED SPEAKERS LIKE

L
,

_____________ _

dvent, JBL, ADS, Dahlquist and Allison - no phoi:iy "private label"
speakers with names like "Shazaam," "Atlantic" or "Mirage," We care)
enough to give you the very best!

....._

Technics

(1~
audio-technica.

I
I

,I

11 \
I

\

"PHABULOUS PHASE": Performance near 7.5 on
the Richter scale! Phase Linear electronics (Model
2000 preamp, Model 200 power amp) drive the Large
Advent speakers like nothing you've ever heard.
Technics SL-20 table with Audio Technica AT13E
cartridge. Retail value $1118. A bargain at $999.
_ "GOOD VIBES"; 'Best t)uy' components blend into a
superlative system. Advent/2 W speakers (very close
to large Advents in sound), Harman/Kardon 330C
am/fm receiver, belt drive, programmable 8.1.C. 920
turntable and Shure M75ECS Cartridge.
$510 value. OUR PRICE. .. $429.

TEREDCRIFT
ELLENSBURG

408 NORTH PEARL- 962·2830

PULLMAN

SO. 306 GRAND AVE . -

567-5922

YAKIMA

WALLA WALLA

711 W. YAKIMA AVE. -457-5383

965 WESTROSE-529·0110
AT "THE BIG Y"

KCS sets classes
By TOM HARPER
"We also want a greater recogBy CLINT ROBBINS
Housley, former dean of human- nition for women and want to help
Inaugurated in the fall of 1974,
·1ties, the Kittitas County Educa- them improve their job status and
Central's program in Law and
tional Secretary Association, personal fulfillment," said Yee.
Justice has grown appreciably
:(KCS) has set up classes to meet
The KCS mentioned apprecia- - since a small grant was issued to
breadth requirements. It will be
offered in the ·e venings and on the tion for the support of President the college to develop the law and
James Brooks, Edward Harring- justice curriculum.
weekends.
·
ton, academic vice president and
Director Dr. Robert C. Jacobs
Until now, employees of Central Courtney Jones, vice p_resident said the program now has over 200
students enrolled as majors "with
'fanting to continue their educa- of business affairs.
;ion had to take time from their
"This is just the first step for many of them interested in law
jobs in order to enroll in day programs in this endeavor," Yee enforcement and others interested
classes. They also had to make up · said.
in going on to law school."
that time lost at work after classes
were dismissed. - Some employees
were not allowed to leave their
jobs for classes. "Because there
were no classes being offered . in
the evenings and the weekends,"
said Alice Yee, director of
Women's Center, "the association
met last spring to determine what
classes they wanted to offer."

Law affects workers

New . federal regulations are
preventing some students receiving certain types of financial aid
from
working on campus.
The classes decided on are
The regulations became law last
Philosophy 115 fall quarter;
Anthropology 100, to be held in fall but Central was slow in
the winter quarter; Library implementing them because, acScience 145; to be held both winter cording to John Liboky, director of
and spring quarter; and English financial aid, it was not possible
until now to control student
235, to be held spring quarter.
employment.
Liboky says that many schools
"It is a fine example of what can
be done when you have the have followed the rules for some
cooperation of professors in -meet- time and that Central was "encouring the needs of the employees at aged" to do so when a Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW)
Central," Yee said.
representative conducted an audit
"The idea is to give employees here last FP-bruary.
an opportunity to continue their
Carol Driilkwater, the first fulleducation and obtain a degree,"
said Gloria Graig, Secretary of time Central student employment
coordinator was hired, according
KCS.
to Liboky, because of the new
This quarter there are ten federal regulations.
employees in the program but it is
Liboky says the computer regisopen to everyone. "We hope to tration will aid in controlling
expand out into the community," employment.
said Mildred Paul, coordinator of
Those students ineligible for
KCS.
employment are those who have,

International Studies
good for students
By C. SATTURLUND
Winter quarter in Guadulajara,
Mexico is again made available for
about the same price as it costs to
stay on campus for the same
length of time, and still earn
college credits.
The above Guadulajara program
is just one 'of the many varied
programs offered by the Depart1'1ent of International Studies.
Perhaps tequila and warm tropical weather are not to your liking.
If not how about Ecuador,
Montreal, London, or A vigon,
France? These latter programs
are more expensive and require
the student to pay for his own
transportation to and from, but
the attainment of credits and
uninterrupted enrollment status
at Central remain the same.
According - to Francis Brown,
assistant director of the International Studies Department, when
studying in a foreign country
under this program, all credits are
applicable at Central.
This is
particularly important to those
students on financial aid, because
-all awarded funds are still given
and can be used to pay for study
abroad.
In oroer to be eligible for these
programs one must be a student in
"good standing", a minimum g.p.a.
Although, due to the
of 2.0.
popularity of the Guadlajara program during the winter quarter a
g.p.a. of 2.5 is needed in addition to
· one quarter of college Spanish.
An application must also be submitted along with an application
fee and references attesting to
your character and motivation.
The main purpose of the International Studies Department is to

Jacobs said others may follow assistants."
ca,reers as probation, parole, .and ---Jacobs explained that the procorrections workers, paralegal gram draws from existing classes
assistants, and court administra- as well as possessing some of its
tors. "This is an inter-disciplinary own. "All majors, for instance, are
program," he said, "and we have required to take three classes ii)
students in law and justice classes political science and three sociolfrom several different depart- ogy courses.
ments."
"We want the students to share
Certain community colleges in in their education and have a
Washington offer as an extended common culture with everyone in
degree the Bachelor of Arts in the other departments," he said.
Law and Justice. Jacobs said, "Also required of a law and justice
however, that a student does not· · major is five hours of practical
have to major in the program to go experience in the field.
on to law school.
· "In the past, some of our
"It was a grant from the law students have worked with the
enforcement assistance program police for field experience. And
that first made us aware of the we've been successful in developinterest in setting up such a ing internships with attorneys,
department," Jacobs said. "We probation authorities and the
found a great deal of interest in courts," Jacobs said. "There are
after a needs analysis conducted this type of program and then many fields a graduate of the
,by- Liboky's office, received a received the grant to develop the program may be able to enter."
"grant package" for the amount of curriculum."
Jacobs explained that Central's
need. Llboky said, "Such a grant
Many Central graduates have· Placement Office helps with the
package might include a predeter- gone on to law school, Jacobs said, law and justice graduates just as
mined amount of work-study "and we have even placed one with other graduates after the
hours. After a student had worked graduate with the United States program is completed. "We are in
all of his work study hours his Secret Service.
the process now of developing
employing department could not
"The rapidly growing paralegai better contacts around the state so
hire him for regular student. field has been very attractive to that more of our graduates will be
employment and he would be women, but we also have some in able to find employment."
ineligible to work on campus. In the program for policewomen.
. ,No_ting, t.hat the program
the past students could still work,
"One of the things we've noticed employs several part-time people
when their work study hours had with the paralegal majors is that from off-campus, Jacobs said, "I · .
run out.
some of them, when they finish the am the only full-time law and
"Students who have received an program decide to attend law justice staff member. However, as
aid package can't work on campus school," Jacobs remarked. "They I've said, the law and justice
without having their aid reduced," become infected with the law majors have classes ,in other
Liboky said. He says, however, school bug and decide to go all the department, so we have a comthat students who have received way instead of being attorney's plete program."

give people a chance to study a
country while actually living
there.
'
One of the more unique programs offered by the International
Studies Department is the Summer School International Program.
The first part of this program is
held on campus and consists of
classes about a particular country's cultural habits, language and
cuisine. The second part is spent
visiting that country.
If you are interested in the
International Studies programs,
particularly the Guadulajara program this coming winter quarter,
drop by the International Stud~es
office at Peterson and get an
application.

part can
of their
the form
of a - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...- - - - - - - - - - -...
loan
workaid
to in
reduce
the loan.
Students who have received their
aid package in grants alone cannot
work for more than one hundred
dollars over the need determined
by Financial Aids _without losing
grant money.
Liboky says that students who
are receiving the GI Bill or other
veteran's benefits and no other
form of aid are not restricted from
on-campus employment. Neither
are people receiving federally
insured bank loans or people
receiving the BEOG and no other
form of aid.
"There's no penalty for off-campus work," says Liboky of
students who can no longer work
on campus. "But they do have to
declare their income."
Liboky says that the college
could be held liable for funds paid
to students who were ineligible for
unemployment. "We've told students wlio weren't sure if they
were eligible to go to work
anyway," Liboky said, "but it was
with the understanding that they
might have to quit."
Liboky suggests that students
who are ineligible for on-campus
employment check the new listing
of off-campus jobs at the Financial
Aid office.
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Eric LaGasa
Entomology

Larry Gallager
Sculpture

Central students are involved in a wide
variety of activities. Some are probing
the depths of the human mind. Others
are exploring the world of nature. Some

like a physical challenge, the intrigue of
technology or the thrill .of creation. But
whatever their interests, these students
all have one thing in common.
fhey are involved.

CWSC Cross Cou~try run

Stanley Dudleys
Engineering Drawing I Class

Bill Reeder
Experimental Psychology
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Elvin Bishop will be "struttin his
stuff' at Nicholson Pavilion Sunday night, Octob~r 24th.
. Bishop is coming to Central hot
off a successful single that has
given him prominence and popularity throughout the count.ry.
Last spring Bishop's single,
Fooled Around and Fell In Love
was shipped on Capricorn Records.
During the month of May that
single shot to the Number 3 slot in
Billboard magazine's Top 100.
Capricorn Records, a division of
Warner Brothers, also shipped the
accomp3:nying albun:i during April.
The -album, entitled Struttin My
Stuff, was given equal push by
Bishop's label and rose to Number
18 in the country in Billboard, May
29.
Six years ago Bishop was playing nightclubs and taverns. But
with a change in management and
agency ,representation he now
counts himself in the bigtime.
According to the Associated
Student CounciL.,..fAS~] Produc.t'ions, :8ishop is co:nung here be-

cause his popularity in the north' west continues to grow.
International Creative Management in Los Angeles, Bishop's
booking agent, . was contacted
.several weeks ago regarding a
date with Bishop. When the 24th
· was made available negotiations.
for a contract were started. By
Thursday afternoon last week
Bishop confirme~ the offer.

....:.-"::-;
.;::::

, ;::::

Central's new student initiated
club, the Art Guild, was formed for
the cultural, recreational and educationaf benefit of it's members.
The goals of The Art Guild are
The band is hQping the same
thing that happened to BTO will to help gain a wider audience for
happen to them in this area.
· student work, start an exchange of
work with other schools, and
In the interest of promoting the provide a scholarship fund for the
group with Bishop, MCA will be visual arts.
sending boxes of albums to ASC
Product}ons to be given away.

From the production standpoint
this will be a major show and
advertising is expected to be
heavy in both Yakima and WenatAs the routing has been set he chee.
will appear in Seattle at Para~
All concert events brought by
mount Northwest on the 23rd and ·
then perform the next evening at ASC Productions to the campus
will be using the SUB information
Central.
booth as the campus ticket outlet.
The supporting act for th~ show
will be a new band from Canada.
For those of you who saw one of
"Heart's" two shows at Paramouni--- c
last month, you've seen them.
·
They are called ''Trooper" and the .
band has a new album out on MCA ·
__..,_--P.roduced by Randy Bachman of
- Central'$ drama season will
Bachman Turner Overdrive", - open October 20th with Archy and
[BTO ]. The album is ''Two for the Mehitabel, a back-alley musical
Show".
comedy based on ,the stories of
The group's sound is rock and Don Marquis.
Written by George Kleinsinger,
roll and tney are look1.ng 10r a
Joe Darion and Mel Brooks, the
break.out in the Northwest.
musical deals with the adventures
of Archy, the poetic cockroach,
and Mehitabel, the alley cat.
Archy's frustrated attempts make
a respectable house cat out of the
queen of Shinbone Alley.
The cast of twelve is directed by
Lana Jo Sharpe, dance instructor.
Ar.mina Blackwell is stage manag- ·
held in the SUB.
er and assistaryt director. Musical
Homecoming's last event will be directon is provided by John
held Sunday noon. A lunch will be DeMerchant; set design by E. Dee
provided for the parents of stu- Torrey.
dents.
Music major J?.ave Strand plays
At present he is planning to be
in the Northwest for five dates in
late October.

. This year it will also be called
"Parent-Alum.ni Weekend."

~

Brochures have gone out to
parents inviting them to come to
Central for October 15-17.

Sa-lem trial drama
Productions of Arthur Miller's
The Crucible are scheduled for
Oct. 28, 29, 30 and Nov. 4, 5 and 6.
The all-college play has a cast of
ten men and ten women and will
be directed by Milo Sm.~~~· - pr~~

fessor of drama.
The play originally opened in
January 1953. Although Miller's
subject is ·the Salem witch trials of
the 1690's he was influenced by
another kind of witch trial. Joe ,
McCarthy's Senate Investigating
Committee was then at the height
of its anti-communist zeal and
Miller's play reflects the mass
paranoia of both "hunts". Carefully researched, the play is applicable to both situations but excluArchy. Ann Richardson, business sive to neither.
education major plays the hellShow time for the McConnell
raising Mehitabel. Her gang of Auditorium production is 8:30.
shady alley cats · will be played, Tickets will be sold at McConnell
danced and sung by Barbra Bailey, and cost $2.00 for non-students
Andrea Maki, Heidi Drucker and and $1.00 for students with n
ASC card.
Sara Ames.
Drama major Clayton Doher~y
plays Tyrone T. Tattersall, theater
cat. Gordon Gray plays Big Bill,
~he tough tom of Shinbone Alley.
John DeMerchant, as Archy's
boss and friend, narrates the
show.
Ronnie Payne, Bev Shotts and
Elaine Goodey will perform dance
solos.
Showtime for .the Three Penny
Playhouse Production is 8:30. Admission is one dollar. The play
ends Oct. 23.DIRECT FROM
ITS SENSATIONAL
RESEAi/ED SEAT
ENGAGEMENT

The group, 180 Proof, will be
entertaining students and alumni
who will have the opportunity to
dress up, or down, for this one.

KNEE-HI'S

Saturday afternoon the usual
foot~all game will take place
against Eastern Oregon State College.
·

;

PATTERNS - STRIPES

Right before the game there will
be an outdoor barbeque lunch held..
on the west side of Holmes Dining
Hall. Cost will be $2.25 for those
who do not have a meal ticket.

SOLID COLORS IN

Saturday evening's activities
are still to be announced, with the'
exceptl.on of Monroe's Disco to be

AND ACRYLICS·

WARM NYLONS

4913 SEPT'76 M. P. 7 .

Patton

M f R

TONIGHT-Oct. 7

In Ellensburg

CORNERSTONE
TAVERN
962 .- 2700

·BO'll)N

KICKY

Homecoming will start out with
the First Annual Dress To Kill
Boogie Friday night in the SUB
Ballroom.

I

Further information about the
group can be obtained by contact- /
ing the Art Guild President Nancy
Johnson, at the Randall Fine Arts
Building.

PICK· A BUNCH

Traditionally the weekend has
included a concert at Nicholson
Pavilion but nothing is being
planned for Saturday evening
because Elvin Bishop will appear
the following weekend.
· -----:-

See the only
domesticated

This quarter the Guild will work
with the Fine Arts Committee in
presenting three art shows at the
SUB.

c k r 0 a c h Musical

Homecoming nears
Homecoming weekend is approaching this year but with a
different twist.

Art club formed

"Breakout" is industry jargon for
making a hit single on northwest
radio stations.

0
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Bishop at Central Sunday
By BOB WHEATLEY

Oct~

SUB Theatre
ADM /SS/ON: s 7
SHOWINGS: 7&10
DOWNTOWN

Coming:
Fritz the Cot
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''DON'T BUYJEANS ON .FAITH.
COMPARE YOUR PANTS OFF.''
"My jeans are better than
your jeans. And I can prove it:
"Mine are 100% natural
cotton denim. And so are yours.
"There the similarity ends.
Because mine are Sedgefield
Do-Nothing® denims.
The first 14-ounce 100%
natural cotton denim with
the built-in edge: the amazing
Sanfor-Set* process.
So what? So this ...
11
.

11

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
IEVEI NEED llOlllG.

"SEDGEFIB.D JUIS
DOl'T COST I BUIDLE.
11

0ur biggest edge?
We cost no more than the
regular price of the biggest seller.
11

. "IF l'M LYING
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
11

lt's one thing to make claims.
We back ours with a one year
unconditional warranty.
None stronger in the business.
Just send us back our jeans
and we'll replace them.
Or send you back your money.
•

11

1

'

11

11

11

The jeans I have on have
been washed and tumble dried
15 times and never ironed.
You heard right.
''Never ironed.
1

"SEDGEFIELD JUIS
CANNOT SHRiii OUT OF SIZE.
''It's true.
''Sanfor-Set's the reason.
"The reason the size you
buy is the size they stay.

"SEDGEFIELD JEllS .
START OUT MICH SORER.
"Brand new we re much,
much softer than old-fashioned
jeans without Sanfor~Set.
'And we keep getting softer
so fast your old-fashioned jeans
might even wear out before
they can catch up.
1

"TO Fiii i• JEllS
Clll ·aoo T·H·E E·D·G·E.
11

lf you want the jeans with the ·
built-in edge, just dial this number
(800 843-3343) toll free and we'll
tel I you where to get them.
'And start comparing your
pants off'
1

·Trademark of
The Sanforized Company
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Season opens Sat. Jobs Iisted
The sound of rifles and shotguns

will be echoing through the Kittitas Valley on Saturday.
.
It will be the opening of the 1976
hunting season and numerous
hunters are expected to "bal!" their
limits." Deer season wjll open at
daylight while ducks and general
upland bird season will remain
closed until noon.
For the hunter unfamiliar with
the area and the sport, the follow-

ing information was released by
the Washington State Game Farm.
The Ellensburg area considered
east of the mountains has a split
season. Pheasant season will close
Sov. 7 and re-open Nov. 21. It will
remain open until Dec. 31. Deer
season will run Oct~ 16-30 and then
re-open from Nov. 6-9. Bow hunters in the Taneum area may hunt
either sex from Dec. 4-19. A large
number of sightings have been

Jaime Brown and Ed Armstrong, CWSC art students, are ready to
bead for the hills !lDd restock their freezers during hunting season.

reported earlier in the year.
Birds have been released locally
by the Washington State Game
Farm located east of Ellensburg.
The farm has released pheasant
and chuckers at the airport, Joe
Watt Canyon and on two private
farms in the Cle Elum area.
Licenses can be purchased at
Webster's Smoke Shop, Zittings,
and , Willie Strang-e's Sporting
Goods. A breakdown of the licensE
and tag fees are:
State residence hunting license
$7.50
Non-resident hunting license
$60.
Deer tag $5
State resident elk tag $11
Non-resident elk tag $42
Upland bird permit $3
Bear tag $3
Turkey tag $3
Duck Stamp $5
Hunting this year will be good to
excellent, according to Brooks
Carmichael, local game warden. A
mild winter has helped all game
birds and animals, especially deer.
Quail and chuckers are expected to
be abundant and pheasants should
be good although most will be
planted.
The prospective hunter must
have a valid hunting license as well
as a tag or he will be subject to
fines.
Fines for hunting without a
license are $45 for residents and
$125 for non-residents. Additional
fines are levied for not having
game tags. Shooting a deer out of
season can result in a $375 fine and
this includes helping a partner bag
his limit.
If a hunter witnesses a violation
he should report it to the game
department. He must have a
witness and the violator's license
plate number.

The Student Employment Office
of CWSC is an intergral part of the
Financial Aids Office located in
Barge Hall.
With regards to
off-campus employment, we actively solicit jobs from business
establishments within the community.
When we receive a
request for student help, we
prepare two employment ir!formation cards and affix a job number
to them. One with partial information is posted on the bulletin board
adjacent to the Student Employment Office, Room 208, Barge
Hall. The other, with complete
information, is maintained in the
Student Employment Office. Students may check the bulletin board
and if interested in a certain job
posted request an interview slip
and are forwarded for interview
on a first come - first serve basis.
No applications are necessary.
All jobs posted on the Student
Employment Financial Aid bulletin board are for the sole purpose
of helping Central students obtain
employment both on and off campus. The information listed about
potential jobs is obtained from
employers. The employer will
state to the Office of Financial Aid
the jobs, specific qualifications,
and any other particular information that would be valuable to a
potential employee. The college
. does not approve or disapprove
any particular job, or specify any
job requirements.
Below is the first of a weekly
series of employment opportunities for students interested in
working off-campus. This is a
partial listing. For further listings
and information, contact Ms.
Drinkwater, Student Employment
Office, Barge Hall, Room 208,
963-1611.

Attendant-Service Station (A-4)
Four/Five days wk.
Gasoline
provided for travel to work.
Located in Vantage.
Counter-Salesperson (C-4) working in local retail store from 1-5 pm
Mon.-Fri. plus Saturdays.
Computer Operator (C-5) F/T
position starting immediately in
Yakima.
Delivery Person (D-1) needed for ·
local Drive-In. Person must have
own vehicle.
Housecleaning (H-14) person
wanted for misc. cleaning jobs,
including wall washing, window
cleaning, etc. Also someone for
yardwork. Transportation necessary.
Live-in Companion (L-1) for elderly
woman. Person needed to stay
overnight in exchange for room.
Set-Up "Person (Misc.-4) for local
restaurant wanted to assist in
. arranging banquets.
Part-time
position with some weekend work.

\

Playground Supervisor (P-1)
wanted for local school. Must have
hours of 8-9 am and 11:30-1:00 pm . .
free, Mon. through Fri.
\

Kitchen Aide (R-3) wanted for
local restaurant.
Salesperson (S-1) both retail and
wholesale; hours are arranged
according to your free time.
Yardcare (Y-3) person needed for
year-round position.
Requires
rototilling, weeding, and snow
clearing in the winter.

t a
$
HOME AND DORM DELIVERY
•

•

I l la

'

5pm-2am

925-1111
IH_i\RDCORE
925
·
-2222
HAPPY HOUR
- ·
,

DORM IE

16 MORE. DAYS
pi~~a

-DELIGHTS
THIS WEEK:

mia

SPARK.S
MEISNER

& ilyt 3tq ODunrter
925-4444

OCT

OPENS
AT

14th

TIFFANY COKE

14th ANNIVERSARY

11 A.M · DAILY

PRIZES* SPECIALS
& MORE

Gallons to go~-..:- . )2.00

GLASSES WILL
BE HERE SOON

59"
Kegs to go---.:.---23 .50
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Bach developes
visual arts center

VETERANS VERIFY
ENROLLMENT

WRITING CONTEST

Redhook's "Young Writers' ConThe Office of Veterans Affairs at
test" for 1977 will feature a $1,500 Central reminds all veterans and
first prize, a $300 second prize, and other persons receiving VA benethree third prizes of $100 each. fits to verify enrollment for the
A portable modular learning and his wife Roberta, traveled in The winning story will be publish- quarter at the Veterans Affairs
center fully equipped with slide- Europe, Canada and the US. They ed in Redhook's August fiction office, Barge 102. Those who did
sound sets and material for crea- photographeq and created scripts issue.
not check in with the veterans
tive work will make its appearance and sound tracks for 30 different
Contest rules can be obtained table at registration, must stop in
at the Washington Art Association presentations included in the crea- at: Redhook's Young Writers' to the office with the pink registraState Convention in Bellingham, tivity center.
Contest, Box F, 230 Park Ave., tion slip to verify enrollment
-- The Caramate, an automatic New York, N.Y., 10017.
within two weeks or registration
Friday, Oct. 8.
Frank Bach, professor of art at sight and sound projector with a
All entries must be postmarked or benefits will be terminated.
This policy has resulted due to
Central developed the center. He nine-inch screen, projects the pre- no later than Dec. 31, 1976 and
recent changes in VA regulations
will make the presentation at the sentations. Some are designed to re~eived by Jan. 20, 1977.
requiring Central to make "timeannual state convention and the inform, others to motivate creativly" reports of all changes in
prototype will be evaluated by art ity. The user can watch a presentaGOU ACHE TECHNIQUE
veteran enrollments.
educators, classroom teachers and tion on drawing, collage or printmaking and if he wishes, do some
administrators.
The CWSC Art Gallery is now
Designed to develop aesthetic creative work.
showing Olive Madora Ayhens'
sensitivity and creative involveFor those users not wishing to paintings featuring the Gouache CRISIS LINE TRAINING
ment by individuals, the center is a create, the opportunity for view- technique from Oct. 4 to 15.
concept which has received consid- ing includes 20 aesthetic . and Gallery hours are 8 am -- 5 pm,
Crisis Line needs volunteers.
erable positive reaction from local travel experiences. Some of these Mon. - Fri.
Enroll for the fall training session
and regional classroom teachers are casual and general, others are
Oct. 29 through 31. A pre-training
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
detailed and offer an in-depth
orientation will be held Tuesday
and administrators.
Its use will not be limited to the analyses of various aspects of the
Oct. 26 from 7 to 9 pm. Call
Th~ Young Democrats of Cent- 925-2223 or 925-4168 for more
classroom but is recommended for arts. Examples of these include:
use in college dormitories, recrea- But is it Art?; Kaleidoscope of ral on Sept. 29 have endorsed information.
tion centers, retirement homes Glass; Introduction to Drawing; Jimmy Carter running for PresiLOST KEYS
Visiting Canterbury Cathedral; dent; Carl M. Ooka, county comand libraries.
Bach has produced many art and Northwest Indian Art; Batiks missioner up for re-election; and
All lost keys should be returned
Linda Clifton, candidate for the
education films which have been Then, Now, and How.
The center was not planned to state legislature in the 13th dist- to the key room at the physical
distributed nationally and interplant service building. If you lose a
replace teachers in the arts, but rict.
nationally sidce 1953.
key it should be reported to the
He conceived the idea of the rather to develop an interest in
RUMMAGE SALE
key room either in person or call
learning center as an opportunity this segment of the humanities. It
963-2927. The college charges for
for the participant to become more provides personal enrichment,
The Ellensburg Youth Ballet lost keys.
.knowledgeable about arts and creative involvement and enjoy- Rummage Sale will be held Saturment and perhaps even the moti- day, October 9 from 9:30-4:00 at
crafts.
COMMUNITY GALLERY
During his nine-month sabbati- vation for a more serious study of 925 Industrial Way, behind A &
Co~munity
Gallery, 408 1/z
cal leave from 1975 to 1976, Bach arts and crafts.
w._
North Pearl, upstairs. will feature paintings, drawings and
jewelry by Kay Crimp, former art
Home and Dorm
Home and Dorm
instructor at Ellensburg High
Delivery
Dell very
DWYERY MENU
School; weaving by Diane Knoke,
Ellensburg; metal sculpture by
Ted Neth, a teacher at Columbia
Basin College in Pasco; and pottery
by Kaaren Stoner, Seattle.
HOME OF BIG JOHN BURGER
This
show
begins Oct. 9 and ends
908 EAST 10111 AVENUE
Clip and Save
Clip and Save
Oct. 30. Hours: noon to 5 pm,
Tuesday through Saturday.

BIG JOHN'S

BIG JOHN BASKETS

BURGER AND FRIES
~W~ -

BIG JOHN - --- - - -- - --- ---- -·- -· 1.SS
BIG JOHN CHEESE
-·-- --- - 1.70
BIG JOHN CHEESE AND BACON --- ---- ----·-· 1.10

Cl)

>

0

en
'"'O

c:
0

a.

u

-·-··-- ·----------- .60

PIZZA BURGER ----------·--- ----------·--------------- ---------·- .90
HOT DOG ------- --- ·-- - ---·--··-----·---- ----·.'5
HOT DOG DELUXE --------------- -·------··--·---- .. .75
FOOT LONG HOT DOG - -------------- ---- -·--····------ .IO
FOOT LONG HOT DOG DELUXE ----- -·----- -------- --- .90
PRONTO PUP -·---------- -- - - - -- - --·----·----- -- .50
CHICKEN AND CHIPS --------------------------·------·-- ·--------- 1.15
TACO __·--·-------·------------·----------- ·----------··--------- --- .55
BAR·B·Q BEEF ·---·-------------·-------------·--·---------------- .90
BAR·B.Q BEEF, GIANT --------------- ---·-·--·-····----------- - 1.25

HAMBURGER DELUXE
-- .ti
HAMBURGER, REGULAR ·-·- - - - -------------·-- .M
(Mustard and Relish)

Large .40

Pepsi Diet Pepsi

Lime

Medium .30 Sm11ll .20
Diet 7-up

Red Creme Soda
Root Beer

Orange

7-up
Dr. Pepper
Sassprilla

n
=

FRIED HAM AND CHEESE ------- - ---·-·------·- -- - 1.15 Q..

BACON, LETTUCE AND TOMATO--- -·------------- - 1.15

U>

0
Large .70

Smlill .51

TATOR TOTS --·-·---·--·--·------·-----------·---· L•rge .75
ON ION RINGS ···--·------------------------·----- L•rt• .80

Sm•ll .SS
Sm•ll .SS

Old Fashioned Dill Pickle
SUNDAES

L..,.. ~'°
Pineapple

Wild Blackberry
Chocolate
Buterscotch
Hot Fudge (5c extra)

Sm11ll

29c

.so

Strawberry

Marshmallow

SODA -------- - - ----- --- - -- ----- - - Ulrge .70 Smell
FLOATS -·-------·- -------------·----·-------- Large .'5 Smell
COFFEE AND TEA - - - - --- ---- - ---·MILK AND HOT CHOCOLATE - - ---- -·-- -----·-----

SLUSH

Larve .40 Medium .30 Sm•ll .20
Cherry, Orange, Lime and Grape

FISHWICH or SHRIMPWICH

.25

1.•

$1.00

Minimum~

Phone 925.5900
Suncliiy. Thursdliy - 5:00 p.m. ·Midnight
FrW.y • s.tu,..y - 5:00 p.m. • 1:• a.m.

1.25

.15

CHOCOLATE FROZEN BANANA--~------- .25
BANANA SPLIT ------ --------- -----------ICE CREAM SANDWICH --------------- - - - - .21CIGARETTES ----·-----·---- ----------- --- - ------ --- M

DELIVERY CHARGE 35c

SANDWICH AND FRIES

M
.55

I

TEACHER ED TESTS

HAMBURGER, PLAIN - -- ----- -- - ------- ---··-----·--- .M
CHEESE BURGER DELUXE ·------- - ·- --------- .'5
CHEESE BURGER PLAIN - - ---- - ----- --- .15
BACON BURGER ----·----------·------- ·---- ------------------ .'5
BACON BURGER AND CHEESE - - ----- ------------- .9'
FISHWICH --- -- ---------------------- -- ·- .90
FISH AND CHIPS ----------------------·- - - 1.30
PRAWNS AND CHIPS--- -- - - - - -- --- ··---- 1.79
SHRIMPWICH -·------------------- ----------------- ---------- .ti -0
CLAM FRIES ---------------------·--------------- 1.35 Q
FRIED HAM ------------ ·--------- -·--·------------···----- .'5 ::J

FRENCH FRIES
DRINKS

All Rainbow Girls interested in
joining Sigma Tau Alpha at CWSC
should contact Kay Cory as soon as
possible. Phone 962-2326 in the
evenings or drop by the Campus
Crier office_ (SUB 218) in the
afternoons from 1-3.

~

REGULAR ------ -- - - -- - - - - -·---- -1.15
CHEESE BURGER DELUXE -·-- --·- 1.30
CHEESE BURGER - --- - --·--1.20
BACON BURGER - - - - - - - - -- ---- --- 1.31
BACON CHEESE BURGER - - - - - --1.34

BIG JOHN BURGER ------------ LZO
BIG JOHN CHEESE ------------ L35
BIG JOHN CHEESE
AND BACON -------------------- US
GRILLED CHEESE --------·-·--

SIGMA TAU ALPHA

BURGER BASKETS

BURGER AND FRIES

MILKSHAKES
MALTS ----------------

s.n.11 .SS

LArge .11

Smllll M

Peppermint

Root Beer
CherTY
M.arshmallow

Ucorice
Peanut Butter
Red Raipberry

Fresh Banana

Wild Blackberry

Buttencotch
Pineapple

<llocolate

Strawberry

Blueberry

LMve .'5

amsecate

Vanllla
<llocolate Showers Hot Fudft (5c

ICE CREAM

I

extra)

(4 FLAVORS OF SOFT)

Chocolate, Vanlllia, and Specials of the Day
DISH - - - .31
PINT--··------·--·--- ---- - -··- -- - - - - - .M
QUART - ---·-----··.'5

<

(1)

Students interested in entering
the teacher education program at
Central are required to take a
basic skills test in English, Spelling, Math, Handwriting, and Reading.
Fall quarter testing is scheduled
for Oct. 23 and Oct. 30. Those
interested in-entering the teacher
education program can apply in
Black 216.
For more information call the
Office of Teacher Education at
963-2662.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Students and student spouses
wishing employment should check
the job postings on the hall
bulletin board outside the Office of
Financial Aid, 209 Barge Hall. All
students seeking employment on
campus, whether awarded workstudy or seeking regular student
employment, must clear through
the Student Employment Office.

•tlil

CREATIVITY CENTER
UNVEILED
A prototype is available for
viewing in the art department. If
a dormitory on campus would like
to install a center in its recreation
room please get in touch with
Frank Bach, art department
phone (963-1559 or 963-2665).

f

PLACEMENT ORIENTATION
MEETINGS-EDUCATION

Students who will seek teaching '
positions this year should plan to
attend one of the following placement orientation meetings to receive placement registration ma- '
terials and information on how the
Career Planning & Placement
Center can help in your job search.
Meetings will be held in Black Hall
101 at the following times:
Wednesday, Oct. 6 - 3:00-3:45 pm
Thursday, Oct. 7 - 4:00-4:45 pm
Thursday, Oct. 7 - 7:00-7:45 pm
Seniors planning to student
teach winter or spring quarters ,.
should plan on establishing their
placement files this quarter.
WAFLT

Participating in the joint meeting of the Washington Association
of Foreign Language Teachers •
(WAFLT) and the Oregon Association of Foreign Language Teachers (OAFLT) on October 8 and 9 at
the Hyatt House in Seattle are Mr.•
Dieter Romboy, current president
of WAFLT and Mr. E. E. Bilyeu.
Also attending from the department of foreign languages are Miss •
Eva Carne, Mrs. Ilda Easterling,
Miss Nancy Lester, Mr. Roberto
Onstine and Mr. Luis Valdespino. ,
OPTION 'C'

ATTENTION:
All students
applying for Student Teaching and ,..
Option "C" for this coming Winter
Quarter, please come and make an
appointment to see your Off
Campus Supervisor. The meeting ~
will be on Nov. 9, 1976, at 8:30 am
to 11:00 am, in the Grupe Conference Center. Sign-up sheets are
now posted on the bulletin board '
across the hall from room 217 in
Black Hall.
FEDERAL SERVICE
•
ENTRANCE TEST
INFORMTATION
Pace exam: Students interested •
in federal employment should note
the date of the first PACE
entrance examination scheduled
for fall. Date of the test is Nov. 20.•
Application deadline is Oct. 20.
There are other test dates scheduled for January, March and May.

Foreign Service officer Exam
This exam is for positions as
Foreig~ Service Officer for the U S
State Department. The exam is to •
be given December 4. Applicatfon deadline is October 24; - Information booklets and application forms for both of the above
exams are available in the Career
Planning and Placement Center,
105 Barge Hall.

•

RAPE RELIEF VOLUNTEERS

Rape Relief is again in need of•
volunteers. This organization is
designed to aid those who have
been victims of sex crimes and to
serve as a guide and friend. There~
will be an orientation meeting
FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
on Oct. 7 at 6 pm in the home living.
Financial aid checks are current- section in Michaelson Hall on
ly being disbursed in the Cashier's Oentral's campus.
•
Office, 2nd floor, Mitchell Hall.
During that time, the program
Checks not claimed by October will be explained and a film,
15th will be cancelled.
written by a well known feminist
will be shown. Discussion will,.
follow.
CLASSIFIED AD
All interested people are invited
Found: One young two-toned
to attend, men and women alike.
male cat near college; well-cared
Training sessions will be starting
for. Found Friday. Call or claim
around Oct. 16. The location is yet
at 962-2878. If not claimed, will
to be confirmed.
give away Friday to anyone
For more information, contact
interested.
Sue McCoy at 962-2225.
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He"Wlett-Packard wrote the book on
advanced pocket calculators.
And it's yours free!
Hewlett-Packard built the world's first ·
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972. And
led the way ever since.
If you're about to invest in your first
pocket calculator-one that will serve you
through college and beyond-you'll need all
the information you can get to make a wise
decision. That's why Hewlett-Packard's put
together an objective, informative 24-page
guide entitled, "What To Look For Before You
Buy An Advanced Calculator'.' And it's
yours-Free!
In it you will find such helpful information as: A surv~y of types of calculators
available; Programming; Logic systems; Applications; Functions; Features; Construction;
Accessories; Memory; Service and much,
much more.
Get your free copy of "What To Look
For Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator:'
at your campus bookstore or telephone
800-538·7922 (in Calif. 800·662·9862)
toll-free for the name of your nearest dealer.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
PRESENTS
THE FIRST FAMILY OF
ADVANCED CALCULATORS.
HP-21 Scientific.
New low price. $80.00*
The HP-21 makes short work of the
t.echnical calculations even SO'called "nontechnical" courses require. If you need a calculator for more than simple arithmetic
-this is it-especially at its new low price.
• 32 built-in functiops and operations.
•Addressable memory.

• Performs all standard log and trig functions
(in radians or degrees).
• Performs rectangular/polar conversion,
register arithmetic and more.
•Two selectable display modes: Fixed point
and scientific.
• Lowest-priced HP Scientific calculator.

HP·22 Business Management
$165.00*
The HP-22 easily handles the kinds of
calculations you face in business courses today,
in management tomorrow. Breeze through
business math ·calculations. Build existing
statistical da:ta into reliable forecasts. If you're
going into business administration, this is
the calculator for you.
• Combines financial, mathematical and
statistical capabilities.
• Performs complex time-value-of-money
computations including interest rates.
• Performs rates of return and discounted
cash flows for investment analysis.
• Performs extended percent ~alculations,
accumulated interest, amortization, etc.
•Ten addressable memories.
• Full decimal display control.

HP-25C Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory.
$200.00~~

student faces. What's more, its Continuous
Memory capability lets you retain programs
and data even when it's turned off.
• Continuous memory capability.
• 72 builHn functions and operations.
• Keystroke programmability.
• Branching..conditional test and full editing
capability.
• Eight addressable memories.
•We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous Memory feature) for $145.oo:~

HP·27 Scientific/Plus
$200.00*
The HP-27 is for the science or engineering student-whose course work extends into
business administration. The reason: It
features every pre-programmed scientific
function we've ever offered, plus comprehensive stat and financial functions. That's why
we've dubbed it our Scientific/Plus.
• 28 pre-programmed exponential, log and
trig functions, 15 statistical functions, 10
financial functions-53 in all.
• 10 addressable memories- 20 memories
in all.
• 6 selective clearing options give you flexible
use of memories.
• Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering
display formats.

The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable. It can solve automatically the repetitive
problems every science and engineering

Whit lo IOok for belcn you buy an
advanced Gllcullllol:.
·

SE.RVICE&WARFWllTY

W.Nl)FACTURERS fl(Pl!TATION

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658G, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014 . .

*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes- Continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii.
616/29
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Suns edge Sonics in Nicholson
By PAT KING
Paced by a balanced team
scoring effort, the Phoenix Suns
whipped the Seattle Supersonics,
94-89 Tuesday night at Nicholson
Pavilion.
Action was ragged in the early
stages but the tempo picked up in
the third quarter. Sonic center
Tommy Burleson rammed home a
flying dunk at the close of the third
period that cut the Suns lead to
74-70.
The nifty steals of Seattle guard
Slick Watts and Burleson's stuff
shots brought roars from the
crowd, but the solid team play of
the Suns, with just about ~veryone

joining the act, eventually put the
Sonic's lights out.
Watts picked Ricky Sober's
pocket and hit a twisting lay-up
with 59 seconds remaining in the
game to narrow the Suns lead to 6
at 92-88. Seattle took one last
breath before Paul Westphal sealed the Sonic coffin with a sweet
20-foot jumper that snapped the
net with 39 seconds left. The loss
was Seattle's third straight in
pre-season play.
Tommy Burleson led Seattle
with 20 points and 10 rebounds.
Dennis A wt:rey hit for 12 points to
lead the balanced Suns attack.
After the game, Sonic cdach Bill
Russell commented, "This _game

was not your artistic success.
We're not too geared up for the
·· xhibition season," Russell said.
Asked about his rookies, Russell
replied, "I like my two young
guards, Bobby Wilderson and Dennis Johnson" he said. "Norton
Barnhill also looked good."
Questioned about the inevitable .
roster cut, Coach Russell said,
"When it comes down to picking
the last 3 spots, I have to be honest
and fair to the players and the
team."
Russell laughed when asked his
feelings about the choppy, sometimes ragged play. "I'm not supposed to criticize the referees this
early in the season. It is almost
impossible to have continuity with
the way I'm substituting players,"
said Russell.
A crowd of about 3,500 enjoyed

the rookie play of Seattle's Norton
Barnhill from WSU, and former
Oregon Duck and 'Kamikazee Kid'
Ronnie Lee, now scrambling the
hardwoods for Phoenix.
A beefed up Tommy Burleson
had an ice pack on his left thigh in
the third quarter. "It's just a sore
muscle and it hurts," Burleson said
after the game.
Russell said he felt the entire
Western Division of the NBA
would be very competitive and
rough. Portland, Phoenix, Golden
State and ourselves are all fighters," he said.
Phoenix's number one draft
pick, Ron Lee, commented after
the game, "Pro ball is nothing like
Oregon games. We sure had some
super times in the "Pit."
We do remember those wild
times at MacArthur Court, Ron.

SLICK WATTS

Pacific League looks tough
by Randy Kroke

Whoever Seattle Supersonic
Coach and General Manager Bill
Russell finally decides- to keep on
his 12-man roster when the season
opens later this month, one thing
is for certain, the Sonics will have
their hands full in the tough Pacific
Division.
As of Tuesday night's exhibition
contest against Phoenix held at
Nicholson Pavilion. Russell still
had 16 bodies, not counting last
year's starting guard Fred Brown,
who is still nursing a pulled
muscle.

BILL RUSSELL

The latest
cuts
were
Robert Gray, fifth round draft pick
and brother to Sonic Lenord Gray.
Others cut were forward Ricky
Lewis, and guard Duane Reed.
The most difficult part of Russell's job remains ahead as he must
trim the squad to 12 men by Oct.
24 when the season opens.
"Under the right circumstances
there isn't a guy here who couldn't

At the
SHARP Model EL 8116
College Bookstore
Regular. .. '. ... 20.95
Now···········:·····..1 7. 9 5
MEMORY & SQUARE ROOT CALCULATOR WITH
BUl'LT-IN RECHARGEABILITY
•
•
•
e

•
•
•
•
•
•

.•
•

Phone 963- 1 31 l

Rechargeable capability
Percent calculation
F.ull memory
Square root calculation
Floating decimal
Tax/discount calculation
Power/reciprocal calculation
Sign change key
8-digit display
Power: Two penlight batteries inclt,1ded
AC adapter optional
Size: 3" x 5-1 /16" x 13/16"

Store Hours: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm weekdays
12:QQpm - 5:00 pm Saturday

help this team, commented the
former Celtic center.
Seattle must find out soon who
is going to make it as the Sonics
have a tough road ahead in hopes
of returning to the playoffs, which
they made last year by finishing
second in their division.
This year everybody is stronger, including last year's Cinderella
team, Phoenix. Phoenix finished in
third place behind Seattle in the
division but advanced to the
playoffs as the wildcard team.
They went on to whip Seattle and
Golden State, before falling to
Boston after six games in the
Cqampionships -finals.
Anyone thinking Los Angeles
will finish the same way they did
last year (last place), well, think
again. Jerry West, all time great
guard for the Lakers, takes over
as head coach and with the
acquisition of new talent, they will
~ertainly be running for the big
money.
World Champions two years
ago, Golden State will be back
with added talent that led to one of
the best records in the NBA last
season, before falling to the Suns
in the playoffs.
Probably the team with the
most new talent is Portland. Gone
is Geoff Petrie and Sidney Wicks,
the Trailblazers' top scorers last
year. But the Blazers picked up 6-9
Maurice Lucas in the ABA dispersal draft and will be tough for
anybody to handle, especially if
center Bill Walton can put together his first healthy season.
With a healthy Walton, Portland
could very well be the team to beat
in the Pacific division.
That brings us to the Sonics.
Seattle has probably one of the
biggest guards in the game in its
No. 1 draft pick Bobby Wilderson
from Indiana. Wilkersop averaged
only about eight points a game for
the NCCA champion Hoosiers last
season, but was instrumental in
his defense and his leadership.
Back for another season is Slick
Watts, who led the NBA in steals
and assists last season and "Mr.
Shooter" Fred Brown.
The No. 1 center spot seems to
be held down by Tommy Burleson,
but is being challenged by newcomers Mike Green (out of the
ABA) and LaRue Martin (Portland).
Bruce Seals and Leonard Gray
seem to have the inside track on
the forward positions with versitile 6-5 Talvin Skinner right behind.
Russell cites defense as the
name of the game and from his
draft picks and additions of free
agents, he may have found the
right combination.
The Sonics can't afford to experiment during the first part of the
season--not in the Pacific Division-unless they want to end up where
Los Anieles was last year.

i
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Eagles trip cats'
30-17. Central is now· 0-3 on the
season and 0-1 in the Evergreen
At half time it looked like Conference action.
Eastern took advantage of two
Central was on its way to victory
No. 1 of the early football season fumbles and a blocked punt in the
but their opponent Eastern Wash- third quarter to move ahead of
Central for good.
ington State had other ideas.
Eastern quarterback Mark
Eastern poured in 23 third
quarter points to come from Laitala fired a 12-yard scoring pass
behind and batter the Wildcats, to start the fireworks. cli_m Fisk

By RANDY 'KROKE

•

Women in Reno
By KAY CORY

•

Last weekend the women's
volleyball team traveled to Reno,

· Hennessy
~ First
Central Washington's Jim
• Hennessy easily outdistanced a
small bunch of cross country
runners last Saturday to capture
• first place in the CWSC Cross
Country Invitational.
Hennessy's time of 24.41 over
the five mile course was 18
, seconds better than his time of last
year. Eastern's Bruce Manclark
was second while the Wildcat's
Mike Anderberg and Louise
• Boudreaux finished third and
fourth respectively.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.. •

•

• •

•

• • •

•

•

• • • • •

•
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•

•

Nevada for a tournament with
other western college teams.
Their record for the two-day
tournament was 2-2. They were
victorious over California State of
Stanislas and Fort Lewis College
of Colorado, but fell to Pacific
University and the University of
Nevada.
Mary Petrie, a Central power
spiker was honored by being
named to the AU-Star team.
Coach Killorn was very pleased
with the Central women. She said
they played quite well for having
had only one week of practice.
She is looking forward to the rest
of the season.
Central will be sponsoring a
two-day women's volleyball tournament October 8-9. It will run
from 6-9 pm on Friday and from
9-3 pm on Saturday.

scampered 14 yards for another
score and Matt Reece followed
with a recovery of a blocked punt
on the end zone for the three TD's.
Eastern kicker Tom Savage
capped the explosive period with a
43-yard field goal.
The Wildcats scored their first
touchdown of the game in the first'
quarter when Tom Ainslie hauled
in a 17-yard scoring pass from
quarterback Jon Martin. Martin
connected for another scoring pass
in the second period, this one a
19-yard toss to running back Jim
Tremper.
Charles Stockwell then booted a
30-yard field goal to give the
Wildcats a comfortable lead at
intermission.
After the fireworks in the third
period, both teams failed to manage any sort of threat in the final
quarter.
Fisk paced the Eagles with 119
yards and two touchdowns.
Tremper paced the Wildcats on
the ground with 44 yards. Last
year's leading ground gainer John
Ross carried the ball only five
times, gaining 20 yards.
Martin connected on nine of 20
passes for 95 yards. Central will
travel to Simon Frazer next Saturday in a non-conference clash.

The women's Field Hockey team will vie for action this Saturday at
home against Pacific Lutheran and Idaho. The first game will begin at
9:30 am on the Hockey field ~y Nicholson Pavilion .

X-courltry coach named
Leon Leslie is finally out of the
rain forest of Quinalt and may just
shed his webbed feet.
The new cross country ·head
coach appreciates this dry desertlike climate.
Besides soaking up every available ray of sun, Leslie also likes to
jog and fish.
"Running is my biggest hobby,"
he said. I jog with the team and I
competed in the Tacoma Narrows
Bridge race last summer. I also got
first place in the quarter mile at
the Western Washington Cinder
meet in Bremerton last year.
I enjoy fishing for salmon and
steelhead. We have lots of rivers
in the Quinalt area," Leslie added.
Leon Leslie may have to say
goodbye to the thrill of wrestling
with a Chinook salmon temporarily, but in exchange for only 11
inches of Ellensburg rain, it seems
he'll gladly make the trade.
"It rained over 14 feet (yes folks,

that translates to 168 inches) in
Quinalt in 1975!" Leslie said. The
~llensburg area is a utopia to m~

as far as weather is concerned; I.
don't care how hard the wind
blows."
Leslie was undoubtedly echoing
the sentiments of many westerners from the wet side of the
mountains who are living in the
seasonal climate of central Washington for the first time.
"Quinalt is in a rainforest. It
rains all day and all night,"
recalled Leslie with a moan. "You
wake up to rain in the morning. It
never seems to quit. The constant
rain can really bog you down," he
said.

Leon Leslie, new CWSC cross
country coach, retracks his statement that Ellensburg's wind won't
bother him .

Leslie has high hopes for his '76
Wildcat cross country team.
"We have some strong individuals. We had excellent performances at Whitworth,'' he said. "The
guys are healthy and feeling good.
I think they will all come along,"
Coach Leslie said.
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IF ALL WE EVER DID WAS GET YOU OUT OF ANOTHER LINE, WOULDN'T THAT BE ENOUGH?
You can avoid a lot of unnecessary
hassles at Rainier Bank, like standing in long lines at the beginning
of the school year.
Yousee,atourbank
you' re encouraged to keep your

account open all year. And you
won't pay a seIVice charge during
the summer months when you're
not in school. Just let us know when
you're taking off, and we'll keep
it inactive, without charging you.

Of course, you can write
checks anytime you want during
the summer, but your normal service charge will apply for that
month.
Either way, come Sep-

tember next year, and you'll have
avoided another line. And maybe
saved enough time to get a jump
on the one for Human Sexuality 210.
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